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Directions for Use:

1. Gather the materials you will need and place them on a table
near the chair or bed where you will be sitting down: your
medication vial, syringes, and alcohol swabs.
2. Wash hands with soap and water and then dry.
3. Open the alcohol swab and wipe the top of the vial. Allow the
top to air dry.

4. Remove the syringe from its protective packaging.
5. Attach a needle if there is not already one.
6. While holding the syringe horizontally, pull the needle cover
straight off and put it on the table.
7. Draw up an amount of air into the syringe equal to the amount
of medication you will be drawing up. Insert the needle
straight down into the rubber stopper of the vial and push in
the air.

8. Turn the bottle and syringe upside down. Draw up the
recommended dosage into the syringe. Tap the syringe
gently and push the plunger to remove air bubbles.
9. Place the bottle and syringe right side up on the table.
Gently remove the syringe from the vial and recap the
needle.
10. Replace the needle with a fresh one.
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11. You should be sitting upright
or slightly reclined when
performing the injection.
You will be injecting this
medication into the corpora
cavernosa, the spongy tissue
on the sides of the penis.
12. Choose an injection site on
the side of the shaft of the
penis (shaded area shown in
the picture), in the first onehalf area closest to the base
of the penis. AVOID
VISIBLE BLOOD VESSELS.
13. Holding the head of your penis, stretch it
lengthwise along your thigh so that you can
clearly see the injection site
14. Clean the injection site with a new alcohol
swab.
15. Remove the cover from the needle. Position
the penis firmly against your thigh to keep it
from moving during the injection.

16. Hold the syringe between your thumb and
index finger. Using a steady motion, push the
needle straight into the selected site until the
metal part is almost entirely in the penis.

17. With a steady motion, push down on the
plunger so that the entire volume of solution
is slowly injected. Grasp the syringe barrel
and pull the needle out of your penis.
18. Apply pressure to the injection site with the
alcohol swab for about 5 minutes.
19. Place the used syringe in a sharps container
for disposal. Do not reuse the syringe.

***Remember: Alternate the side of the penis and vary the
injection site with each use.

